Supplementary Table1: Comparison of effective integrated intensity and the coefficient of variation (n=5) for analysis of a single control cell comet image. Plot of effective integrated intensity of a single control comet. The straight line is a least squares fit of the data with a correlation (R 2 ) of 0.9484.
The intensity threshold was adjusted so that both the medium and large tail comets were within the high and low background settings and the control cell (no strand breakage) only showed an integrated intensity measurement within the circular region of the nucleus. The integrated intensity of the single control comet was measured five times at each exposure and the average plotted as a function of camera exposure time. A twenty well slide was used for well-to-well comparison Slide dimensions were 5 cm x 7.5 cm.
4 rows: CCO, CC1, CC2 and CC3 were used for increasing treatment level. 5 columns (n=5) were used for well-to-well comparison.
